Sailing from the Caribbean to North Carolina in 1775, the Scotswoman Janet Schaw describes a mood of chilled foreboding that forces her, quite literally, to withdraw to the security of the ship's cabin. In her journal letters, preserved but not published until the 1920s, Schaw discloses a terrible 'sickness at heart', a visceral recoiling from the prospect of the coast rising before her. It is not homesickness that Schaw describes, nor estrangement in the face of unfamiliar landscape. In the 'foreign' landscape she has just left, Schaw had in fact encountered a reassuringly familiar scene of Scottish culture and sociability. The new terrain of the American colonies provokes a different order of suffering, an emotional response that is suffused with peculiar resentment. On making landfall, the violence of Schaw's antipathy is fully revealed:
At last America is in my view; a dreary Waste of white barren sand, and melancholy nodding pines. In the course of many miles, no cheerful cottage has blest my eyes. All seems dreary, savage and desert; and was it for this that such sums of money, such streams of British blood have been lavished away? Oh, thou dear land, how dearly hast thou purchased this habitation for wolves and bears. Dearly has it been purchased, and at a price far dearer still will it be kept. My heart dies within me, while I view it … 1 In this atmospheric account of the coast at Cape Fear in North Carolina, it is not only Schaw, but the land itself, which is lonely, oppressed, and anxious; the referent of this sullen scene and heart is the enormous burden of war. Schaw's immediate referent is probably the 'French and Indian War' of 1754-63, but the landscape simultaneously invokes the prospect of internecine violence for this British patriot: 'they are now on the eve of a War, or something else I dare not name'.
2 Contemplating this scene of imminent and immanent conflict puts the viewer's feelings past the power of representation: it is not only the cold, but anger, fear, and resentment that has Schaw 'barely able' to hold her pen. This sturdy Scotswoman seems unable to put the precise nature of her emotions on paper, but her fear is written clearly across the landscape.
This essay explores the signifying role of landscape and weather in Janet Schaw's emotional response to the civil conflict developing in the early months of 1775. It shares with recent work on the American Revolution what Sarah Pearsall describes as an 'insistence on the political relevance of emotional expression'.
3 From the Journal's contrast between the idealized commercial sociability of Antigua and St Kitts, and the blighted, unpeopled, and antisocial landscapes of North Carolina, a vivid emotional vocabulary of civil discord emerges. Although mostly free of soldiers or the marks of military conflict at this, the very outbreak of the Revolutionary War, Schaw's evocation of landscape draws on long-established literary, classical, and biblical traditions to mediate the prospect and emotional violence of war. In particular the Journal displays the influence of older traditions of prognostication -the understanding of events through signs and portents discernible in the weather -while developing recognizably Romantic investments of political and spiritual meaning in natural landscape. Schaw's triangulation of the vocabularies of agriculture, (d)evolution, and landscape draws on the Virgilian georgic tradition, and particularly the English georgic identified by Chalker, Crawford, and Low, to describe an affective phenomenology of war. 4 Of particular interest here is the Journal's appeal to cultivated and defamiliarised landscapes in mediating the emotional loyalties of conflict. The topography, agriculture, and creatures of the American colonial landscape are all tainted, in Schaw's account, by the revolutionaries' disloyalty and indolence. The violence and incivility Schaw 'discovers' in the landscape in the course of her visit secure her sense of betrayal and alienation from American republicans,
